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Abstract
Introduction/Background: Information processing has substantial role in performing intellectual activities 
such as thinking, reasoning, remembering, imagining, or learning. Caffeine being a CNS stimulant improves 
mental performance, especially on alertness, attention, concentration and learning depending on the quantity 
of intake. In the present study, an attempt is made to study the effect of caffeine on cognitive processing in 
healthy individuals.

Methodology: This cross sectional study was conducted in 50 subjects at Mahatma Gandhi Medical College 
& Research Institute. MOCA questionnaire was utilized to assess the level of cognition of each subject. 
Visual reaction time, auditory reaction time and critical fusion frequency prior and after consumption of 75 
mg of caffeine in 200 ml of milk.

Results: Both visual and auditory reaction time were significantly reduced (p<0.001) after intake of caffeine 
intake. The ability of the subject to appreciate the flickering light stimuli to be steady (critical flicker fusion 
frequency) was significantly improved 15% after caffeine intake. 

Conclusion: Decrease in visual and auditory reaction and increase in critical flicker fusion frequency values 
indicate caffeine increases alertness thereby it may enhances performance efficiency in reasoning, planning, 
judgment, organizing, concept formation, and problem solving.
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Introduction

Cognition is the process of knowing, which includes 
awareness, perception, reasoning and judgment. Level 
of cognition can be assessed by reaction time. Reaction 
time (RT) explains about the fastness of the individual to 
any sort of stimulus. RT is defined as the interval of time 

between the presentation of the stimulus and appearance 
of appropriate voluntary response in the subject. It 
is a measure of function of sensorimotor association 
(1) and performance of an individual (2). It involves 
multidimensional tasks which includes processing, 
decision making, and response programming. The 
concept of RT was first described by AbūRayhān al-
Bīrūnī(3). Dutch physiologist Franciscus Cornelis 
Donders was among the first to systematically measure 
human RT using a telegraph like device invented in 
1840 by Charles Wheatstone. When the stimulus is 
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applied, it activates the sensory neuron and reaches 
the brain or spinal cord. This will further activate the 
motor neuron to produce a response (4). RT can be 
affected by age, sex, left or right hand, central versus 
peripheral vision, practice, fatigue, fasting, breathing 
cycle, personality types, exercise, and intelligence of 
the subject (5,6). Simple auditory reaction time is the 
time interval between the onset of the single stimulus 
and the initiation of the response under the condition 
that the subject has been instructed to respond as rapidly 
as possible (7). Caffeine is a central nervous system 
stimulant. It can temporarily make you feel more 
awake and energetic, but it can also give you the jitters. 
Caffeine reaches your brain quickly and acts as a central 
nervous system stimulant. The most noticeable effect is 
alertness. It may help the person to feel more awake and 
less tired, so it’s a common ingredient in medications 
to treat drowsiness (8). Caffeine has shown to have 
cognitive-enhancing effects (9). Caffeine can help to 
improve mental performance, especially on alertness, 
attention and concentration depending on the level of 
intake (10). The effect of caffeine on cognition of the 
individual evaluated by RT is not well documented. 
Hence the present study will focus on effect of caffeine 
on cognition by using visual and auditory reaction time. 

Aim: The aim of the study is to find the acute effect 
of caffeine on cognition

Objective

1. To estimate the acute effect of caffeine on visual 
reaction time

2. To estimate the acute effect of caffeine on 
auditory reaction time

3. To estimate the acute effect of caffeine on 
critical fusion frequency

4.  To correlate the MoCA score with cognitive 
function

Methodology

This was a cross sectional study done on 50 subjects 
conducted in Mahatma Gandhi Medical College & 

Research Institute. A total sample size of 44 was 
calculated to detect a medium effect using G power 
software (d=0.50). The power of the test was fixed 
at 90% and alpha at 0.05 (11). Institutional review 
committee (IRB) and Institutional Ethical committee 
(IEC) clearance was obtained from the institution 
before the commencement of the study (faculty 
project/08/2019/08). Informed consent was obtained 
from the subject. The age group of the study participants 
was from 30 to 40 Years. After recruiting the subject 
participant information was collected. The subjects 
were instructed to come on fasting and were advised to 
avoid any physical activity including yoga on the day 
of sample collection. Questionnaire was administered 
to get the general information along with history of 
caffeine intake (coffee/Tea/chocolate) about the subject. 
Montreal cognitive assessment (MoCA) questionnaire 
was administered to the study participants to assess the 
cognitive scores. Visual reaction time, auditory reaction 
time and critical fusion frequency was measured by 
using standard instruments (12). Pre and post reaction 
time measurement was taken from the subject to address 
the difference in reaction time. The subject was provided 
with 200 ml of coffee. The coffee was prepared by 
mixing 2g of coffee powder with caffeine concentration 
of 75mg with 200 ml of milk. Sugar free capsules which 
were used will minimise the effect of sugar on reaction 
time. The participants will be instructed to take a cup 
of coffee. After 30 minutes post measurement of visual, 
auditory reaction time and critical fusion frequency time 
will be recorded. Based on the results of the study the 
acute effect of caffeine on cognition will be evaluated. 
Paired t test will be used to for analysing the data using 
SPSS version 16. Post measurement of reaction time 
was collected after half an hour of coffee intake. The 
reaction time was measured in milliseconds (ms) and 
critical fusion frequency was measured in (Hz). Data 
is represented as mean ± SD. Paired‘t’ test was applied 
for comparing the variables. Statistical significance was 
taken at 5% significance level. The data was analysed 
using SPSS version 16. 
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PC 1000 Hertzs Reaction Timer: 

PC 1000 Hertzs is a Simple Reaction time measuring 
in house build device, used for measuring the auditory 
and visual reaction time. It’s a 1000 hertz square wave 
oscillator which has a soft key for start and stop function. 
It has two components (A&B) connected to each other. 
First component (A) has a start button which will be out 
of the view from the subjects and it is controlled by the 
examiner only. Second component (B) has a stop button 
which will be operated by the subjects. Also it has a 
small red LED light for visual stimulus and head phone 
(1000 hertz’s tone) which receives auditory stimulus 
respectively. Red light is selected for the experiment 
as it persists for a long time on retina. Component A 
and component B is in turn connected to a personal 
computer which has audacity sound software installed in 
it. Audacity software records the reaction time in 0.001 
sec accuracy in wave format. The data file can be stored 
as a *. wav file for future reference.

Visual Reaction Time (VRT) Measurement:

Examiner presses the START button in first 
component (A) which will be out of the view of the 
subject .Subject is instructed to press the STOP button 
in second component (B) as soon as he/she sees the red 
light in the instrument. Reaction time is recorded in 
audacity software.

Auditory Reaction Time (ART) Measurement:

Examiner presses the start button (A) Which will be 
out of the view of the subject and the subject is instructed 
to press the stop button (B) as soon as he/she hears 
the sound (1000 hertz’s tone) through the headphone 
connected to it. Reaction time is recorded in audacity 
software. Minimum three trials are given for both VRT 
and ART measurement. Minimum time recorded is 
calculated as final VRT and ART in msec.

Critical Flicker Fusion Frequency (CFFF) device

 It has a built in and Light emitting diode (Red 

color- 5mm diameter) driver circuitry. Its capable of 
working in the range of 10- 80 Hzs. The type of wave 
form which is used to drive the LED is square wave. 
This square wave output is provided by a license free 
software which is called as Audio Sweep Generator, 
(SweepGen.exe, V3.5.4.29, 2011 Mar 04) Through the 
Audio output port it drives the LED. The frequency can 
be changed from 10Hz to 80 Hz in steps of 1 Hz. The 
Frequency at which the subject experiences no flicker 
is noted to be the Critical flicker fusion frequency of the 
subject.

Results

The age group of our study participants was in the 
range of 30-40 years with mean height ranging 162± 20.1 
cms and mean weight ranging 68.3±14.2 kgs. Among 
the study participants 20 were male and 29 were female. 
Visual Reaction time after consumption of coffee is 
significantly reduced when compared to reaction time 
before coffee intake (p<0.001) (Table 1). There was 17% 
reduction in visual reaction time after the consumption 
of the coffee. Auditory Reaction time after consumption 
of coffee is significantly reduced when compared to 
reaction time before coffee intake (p<0.001) (Table 1). 
There was 19% reduction in auditory reaction time after 
the consumption of the coffee. Critical Fusion frequency 
after consumption of coffee is significantly increased 
when compared to before coffee intake (p<0.001) (Table 
1). There was 15% increase in critical fusion frequency 
after the consumption of the coffee.

There was a significant negative correlation 
between MOCA score and visual reaction time before 
and after consumption of coffee (r=-0.616, p<0.001 
& r-0.505, 0.001) (Table 2). There was a significant 
negative correlation between MOCA score and auditory 
reaction time before and after consumption of coffee (r= 
-0.384, p<0.01& r -0.443, p<0.003) (Table 2). There was 
no significant correlation between MOCA and critical 
fusion frequency.
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Table 1: Comparison of visual and auditory reaction time before and after coffee intake

S.NO Parameter Pre Post P Value

1 VRT (ms) 0.294±0.144 0.221±0.134 0.001

3 ART (ms) 0.212±0.937 0.171±0.579 0.001

5 CFF(Hz) 36.71±5.03 42.51±6.006 0.001

Data represented as mean±SD. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant. VRT-Visual Reaction Time. 
ART- Auditory Reaction Time. CFF- critical Fusion Frequency 

Table 2: Correlation between MOCA and cognition

S. No VRT - Pre VRT - Post ART - Pre ART - Post CFF- Pre CFF- Post

MOCA

r value -0.616 -0.505 -0.384 -0.443 0.238 0.214

P value 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.003 0.120 0.124

. Pearson correlation was done. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant. VRT-Visual Reaction Time. 
ART- Auditory Reaction Time. CFF- Critical Fusion Frequency. MOCA- Montreal Cognitive Assessment 

Discussion

This study was done in 50 subjects showed significant 
changes in the reaction time after coffee intake. The 
study helped us to understand the acute effect of caffeine 
on cognition. Caffeine being a central stimulant will 
help in enhancing the activity of central nervous system 
(13). There was a significant reduction in reaction time 
(visual & auditory) and critical fusion frequency after 
coffee intake which explains that caffeine activates 
the central nervous system. This explains that caffeine 
intake was associated with increase in alertness. Our 
study results prove that caffeine in smaller doses can 
be beneficial to the humans by increasing the activity 
of CNS which in turn increases the alertness of the 
individual. There were only few studies done to evaluate 
the acute effect of caffeine on cognition and there were 
no published data in south India. There were conflicting 
results from the previous studies like some studies 
explaining that caffeine increases the alertness and 
improves the cognition and some studies are explaining 

vice versa (14). Our study results explained that the 
caffeine had significant positive effect on cognition. 
There was a significant correlation between MOCA 
score and post reaction time measurements in our study 
which explains that caffeine intake is strongly related 
to decrease in reaction time and increase the alertness. 
Caffeine in general causes stimulation of central nervous 
system which enhances cognition. The effect of caffeine 
on CNS varies depending on the dose of caffeine but 
it generally improves reaction time, wakefulness, 
concentration, and motor coordination (15). The amount 
of caffeine needed to produce these effects varies from 
person to person, depending on body size and degree of 
tolerance. (16) The effects will arise around one hour 
after consumption, and it will lasts for about three or 
four hours. Small doses of coffee can be given to shift 
workers which can reduce the effect of sleep deprivation 
by increasing the alertness. This can enhance the quality 
of the work and reduces the mortality (17). Apart from 
these there are some medical benefits of caffeine such 
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as treatment of bronchopulmonary dysplasia, apnoea of 
prematurity (18). Small doses of caffeine can be consumed 
by the humans during the needful times like during 
exams, during continuous heavy work by the workers 
etc. Caffeine can improve the athletic performance and 
endurance in sports persons (19). Further studies with 
larger samples are needed to evaluate the chronic effects 
of caffeine on central nervous system and other health 
effects on humans which can explain the benefits to 
humans. If the effects of regular coffee are to be fully 
understood, it is important that future research compares 
these to the equivalent dose of caffeine, decaffeinated 
coffee, and placebo. Furthermore, research in this area 
must include plasma levels of potentially important 
compounds, including phenolic compounds. This 
would allow assessment of the impact of caffeine on the 
pharmacodynamic profile of other components in coffee. 
Further research is also required in which cognition is 
measured alongside potential underlying mechanisms 
including, but not limited to, glucoregulation and 
modulation of cerebral hemodynamics.

Conclusion

Caffeine a central nervous stimulant decreases the 
reaction time and increases the cognition. Small doses 
of caffeine can be consumed by the humans during the 
needful times like during exams, during continuous 
heavy work by the workers.
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